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In this groundbreaking book, physicist Gerald Schroeder takes on skeptics from both sides of the

cosmological debate, arguing that science and the Bible are not at odds concerning the origin of the

universe.
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Gerald Schroeder is an applied physicist and an applied theologian who received his undergraduate

and doctoral degrees from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. A resident of Jerusalem and

a lecturer and adviser around the world, his research has been reported in Newsweek, The

Jerusalem Post, and numerous scholarly publications.

Intelligent comment based on true science, as currently developed, and presented with sound

reason. Not a book for undergraduates to easily digest but still recommended. For any

self-proclaimed geniuses a must read. Even the simple-minded are without excuse...in that nature

itself declares the handiwork of God. Here the author gives some meat to every and all doubters

that there is harmony between the theologian and scientist. For the seeker of truth the six days, as

given in Genesis, need not be abandon at the altar of man's wisdom or world education. A very

interesting book, indeed.

It brings together a rare knowledge of the Bible from a jewish prospective of ancient knowledge and

grounded science that is maligned today by well meaning people. Opposition rightfully or not to one



form of understanding of origins that is based on lack of knowledge or misdirectedknowledge.

People who talk forThe author speaks of hidden wisdom of a sort . ( Science) is seen as a bad word

by many today.The author speaks of hidden knowledge of a sort. There are many sides to

science."Science" is seen as a bad word by many. Many "facts" preached by others go out on a

limb.The author shows a middle road.

Well written book with detailed, well documented science. Great read if you want to better

understand science and the Biblical book of Genesis.

Great book, interesting physics and mathematical data in tune with the Bible

Well thought and understandable to the layman with no ad hominem attacks so prevalent in other

writings on this topic

The detailed and insightful analysis that Prof. Schroder has conducted in his trilogy of books (The

Science of God and The Hidden Face of God being the others) is very impressive. It shows that

there is nothing about the Genesis account of Creation that cannot be reconciled with current

scientific knowledge. I suspect that Prof. Schroeder agrees with much of what the ID school argues,

but I feel that he approaches the subject in a different way from authors such as Behe, Johnson and

Dembski.Whereas I feel that ID tries to justify itself against the kind of nonsense that people like

Dawkins put out, Schroder just quietly gets on with the science involved and makes the whole

subject intelligible and interesting. I commend this book and the whole trilogy not just to believers

but to anyone leaning towards atheism and seeking hard facts rather than rhetoric.

I am not a scientist and I will admit I had to look some terms up. It was a good book that makes you

think and go hmmm.

Dr. Schroeder is truly a scholar. This book really opened my eyes to see that religion and science

really can be in agreement. Even though I have disagreements with Dr. Schroeder I still think that

his work is wonderful and his case is laid out well. In addition he has real creditability about the

subject matter. I bought and read several of his books.
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